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Abstract. Collaborative Networks (CNs) research, like any other developing 
discipline, needs a roadmap facilitating the integration of previous results into a 
theoretical foundation. CN researchers argue that the required theoretical 
foundation must consolidate the existing body of knowledge, and provide 
grounding to define how to invoke results of other relevant disciplines. The 
authors have previously proposed the ‘Cybernetics of the Collaborative 
Networks’ (C2N) as a field of CN-research intended as a unified theory of CNs, 
formalising, synthesising, harmonising and systematising individual CN-related 
results addressing management and control problems in CNs. This article aims 
at further extending the concept of C2N and answering the question: what is a 
unified evolving theory of the CN discipline itself? To model the discipline-as-
a-system, we use Beer’s Viable System Model (VSM) and introduce three basic 
components of the CN discipline as a viable system. A ‘co-evolution 
mechanisms’ for the discipline is proposed and a cybernetic model of co-
evolution is applied to the CN discipline. 

Keywords: Collaborative Networks, Cybernetics, Unified Developing Theory, 
Evolving Discipline. 

1 Introduction 

‘Cybernetics of the Collaborative Networks (C2N)’ was previously proposed as a 
field of research intended to address complexity management and control problems in 
CNs [1]. C2N can be thought of a field on its own, which re-interprets old and new 
theories, and point at the need for genuinely new results for designing / creating and 
managing complex CNs. The aim of this previous research was to understand how 
various theories contribute to the management of CNs, so that the Network evolves 
and remains viable in the long term. As part of this endeavor, the authors developed a 
model (called the co-evolution path model), discussing the evolution of a CN in light 
of the evolution of the Network’s environment, so as the Network can remain 
relevant, competitive, and viable.  

The idea of this paper is to look at the evolution of the discipline itself, i.e., how 
the discipline of CNs evolves? After all, a discipline can also be considered a system 
(of concepts, axioms, theories, scope definitions, paradigms, etc.), and it is relevant to 
ask: how does discipline development ensure that it remains relevant on the long 
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term? What we set out to discuss, is a theory of the evolution of the CN body of 
knowledge. This theory is to describe the evolution mechanisms of the CN body of 
knowledge, but is open for further development by CN practitioners and researchers.  

The or interdisciplinary aspect of CNs manifests when researchers not only apply 
models, methods and theories of management and control, engineering, linguistics, 
cognitive science, environmental science, biology, social science, artificial 
intelligence, systems thinking and cybernetics, but also create a synthesis of these. 
Such a synthesis would be the source of a new, unified theory, giving rise to more 
powerful theories, methodologies and reference models than available today. 

For the study of Collaborative Networks, previous work has developed a roadmap 
to facilitate the invocation and integration of previous results into a theoretical 
foundation, including terminology, axioms, models, and methodologies 
[2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].  

The critical question in the present paper is: is it possible to develop a theory of 
how the CN Body of Knowledge is developing as a discipline? 

Kandjani and Bernus [1] argue that Cybernetics [10,11], Management Cybernetics 
[12,13] and General Systems Theory (GST) [14,15] have previously tackled these 
types of problems at the same, or similar, level of abstraction and generality, 
therefore, to describe discipline evolution we use a similar approach to the 
cybernetics-inspired discussion of how CNs develop.  

2 Viability of the CN Discipline and Effective CN Practice 

In this section we propose a viable model of the CN body of knowledge, as an 
interdisciplinary discipline of designing, creating and maintaining CNs. 

2.1 Beer’s Viable System Model 

Beer [16] describes every system as consisting of three main interacting components: 
Management, Operation and Environment. Every system of interest has a meta-
system as its management and operates in an environment, where each component 
could be further decomposed into more detailed elements. There are communication 
channels to keep the Operation in homeostasis, these channels are called variety 
attenuators and -amplifiers [16,17,13], to ensure that the variety what the Operations 
can provide meets the variety of the demands of the environment. 

According to Beer [16] the ‘variety’ of the operations is always less than that of the 
Environment, and the ‘variety of Management’ is always less than the variety of 
Operations. In contrast, based on Ashby’s law of requisite variety (1956), in order to 
achieve dynamic stability under change, the variety of Operations should be equal to 
that of its relevant environment, and the variety of Management should be at least 
equal to that of Operations. In fact variety attenuation and amplification mechanisms 
need to be designed in order to keep the system of interest viable (‘evolvable’) in its 
environment.  
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2.2 The CN Discipline as a Viable System 

One can map the three components of Beer’s VSM to the CN Discipline itself, and to 
its surrounding Environment (Fig. 1). We consider CN-related disciplines as 
‘Operations’ shown as a circle, and the CN discipline as its integrating and 
interdisciplinary meta-system (‘Management’) shown as a square, with CN’s task 
being to observe and cross-fertilise problem domains, and observe the ‘Environment’. 

The CN discipline acts as a meta-system, investigates the CN problem domains 
and using attenuation mechanism, invokes the relevant terminology, models and 
theories from CN-related disciplines (e.g. industrial engineering, management 
science, control engineering, information and communication technology,…) to 
respond to new issues arising in these domains. 

CN
Discipline

CN 
Related 

Disciplines Variety 
Attenuator

Variety 
Amplifier

Variety 
Attenuator

Variety 
Amplifier

 

Fig. 1. Three components of a Viable CN Discipline 

Changes in the problem domains mandate the evolution of individual CN related 
disciplines, so as to respond to the new requirements of the evolving environment.  

In order to harmonise this co-evolution, we need to understand what the relevant 
mechanisms to guarantee an effective evolution of the CN discipline itself are. 

If we consider the CN discipline as ‘problem solving’, then the step-by-step stages 
of co-evolution would be: 1) diagnose a significant problem in the CN problem 
domain, 2) invoke one or more relevant disciplines studying the CN problem domain 
and decide if such multi-disciplinary combined action is adequate, and if not, then 3) 
provide solutions for CN problems by harmonising and integrating multiple theories, 
models, techniques and methods from relevant disciplines in a synthesis (new or 
extended theory), and 4) adopt any ‘new’ case records of relevant disciplines and 
integrate them into the CN Body of Knowledge.  

The need for a unifying theory clarifies the role of the CN discipline as a meta-
system (as in Beer’s VSM) answering a) what CN problem domains would be 
addressed in specific CN practices?, b) what would be the invoked disciplines 
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targeting the problem domains in combined use?, c) how to formalise and harmonise 
other disciplines’ contributions and apply them in a CN practice? 

As the invoked disciples are continuously progressing and evolving in their 
specific domain and field of application, a more effective CN practice could be 
guaranteed if the evolution of these disciplines were influenced or monitored by the 
CN discipline and the findings reflected in CN theory and practice when necessary.  

3 Co-evolution Mechanisms for an Evolving CN Discipline 

We discussed three components of a viable CN discipline in Section 2, now the 
question arises: what are the mechanisms to keep the requisite variety of the CN 
discipline as a viable system? 

3.1 Co-evolution Path Model, Dynamic Homeostasis vs. Dynamic Hetereostasis 

Beer [12] argues that a key property of a viable system and a “measure of its 
submission to the control mechanism” is its ability to maintain its equilibrium or 
homeostasis, which he defines as “constancy of some critical variables (outputs)”. In 
our model of co-evolution, we define the dynamic sustenance of requisite variety 
based on Ashby’s law: "only variety can destroy variety” [11], paraphrased by Beer 
[16] as "variety absorbs variety". Here, ‘variety’ is the number of possible states of a 
system [17], or as recently re-interpreted and refined by Kandjani and Bernus [18], 
the number of relevant states of a system. 

Considering the system and its environment as two coupled entities, if one 
component is perturbed, the effect of that perturbation on the other component is 
either amplified through positive feedback, or may be reversed (attenuated) through 
negative feedback. These channels serve as self-perpetuating mechanisms of the 
system. (Note that what we call here a ‘system’ includes the system’s controller.)  

The role of the negative feedback loop is to reverse the effect of the initial 
perturbation and restore the system’s homeostasis (in which critical variables are 
stable), while positive feedback can create unstable states [19]. 

As both the system and its environment (including systems in that environment) 
evolve, change can create imbalance between the requisite variety of our system of 
interest and the variety that would be required for it to maintain homeostasis. In other 
words, systems that want to live long must co-evolve with their environment. 

More formally: we consider the environment an entity with a possible set of 
observable states and if two such states require different response from the system 
then the system must be able to differentiate between them (thus they are two 
different relevant states). Consequently in Fig. 2, for this purpose, the complexity of a 
system (CS) is defined to be the complexity of the model that the controller of the 
system maintains (appears to be maintaining) in order to manage the system’s 
operations, so as to maintain adequate interaction with the environment. 
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The complexity of the system’s environment (CE) is a relative notion and is 
defined to be the complexity of the model of the environment that the controller of the 
system would need to maintain the in system’s homeostasis. Specifically, such an 
‘environment model’ must have predictive capability, so that the system, while 
interoperating with the environment, could maintain a homeostatic trajectory.  

These models are needed to be able to represent and predict the states of signals 
and resources among the system, the external systems and the rest of the environment. 
This because based on the theorem of the ‘Good Regulator’ [20], a good controller of 
a system must have a model of that system with an equal complexity at its disposal as 
the system to be controlled has. 
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Fig. 2. Co-evolution Path Model 

1) If the complexity of the system (CS) equals to that of its environment (CE), then 
the system has the requisite variety and is in static equilibrium. However, any change 
in the complexity of the environment should be sensed by the system’s self-
perpetuating mechanism to restore the system to its initial state or to create a new 
equilibrium state.  

2) If the complexity of the environment is greater than that of the system, then the 
system should attenuate the effects of this complexity, i.e., change and co-evolve with 
its environment (in other words, the environment produced, or is recognised to have 
the potential to produce, some states in which the system cannot function adequately).  
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3) If the complexity of the system is greater than that of its environment, then the 
system can potentially create a set of different states and perform behaviours, which 
are not differentiated by its environment. The system can identify this extra 
complexity as undesired, or use an amplification mechanism to create new 
differentiations in the environment. 

Any system has a number of variables characterizing its essential survival 
properties. Ashby refers to these as ‘essential variables’, and defines survival as: “a 
line of behaviour [that] takes no essential variable outside given limits” [21,22] . 
Therefore, by definition, any line of behaviour outside limits of essential variables is 
on the non-viable system path and is fatal to the system. 

For a system to be regarded as adaptive, and therefore viable, Ashby introduces 
two necessary feedback loops [21,22,23]. The first loop makes small modifications 
and corrections to the system. As opposed to this, the second loop changes the 
structure or architecture of the system and operates if essential variables are predicted 
to fall outside the limits of survival. If the system’s second feedback loop does not 
respond to the changes in complexity of the environment, then the system will be on a 
non-viable path.  

Based on Ashby’s theory of adaptation [21], according to Umpleby [23], the first 
feedback loop is necessary for a system to learn a pattern of behaviour necessary for a 
specific environment, while the second feedback loop is required for a system to 
identify the changes in the environment and design/create new patterns of behaviour. 
If there is a dramatic increase in environment complexity and the system is not 
prepared to act, then the lack of functioning of the second feedback loop makes the 
system non-viable and the system is doomed to fail.  

3.2 Co-evolution Path Model of the CN Discipline 

Looking at the CN discipline as a system ( ‘discipline-as-a-system’) the co-evolution 
model of Section 3.1 applies to that system too (see Fig. 3), therefore the question is: 
what are the co-evolution mechanisms through which the CN discipline can maintain 
requisite variety and remain relevant in light of changes to problem domain changes? 

The CN discipline as an integrating discipline invokes models, theories, and 
methods of related disciplines, and effective co-evolution is only guaranteed by: a) 
invoking the right theories, models, and methods from CN-related Disciplines 
(CNRD) to address new and emerging CN Problem Domains (CNPD) in a combined 
use (attenuation mechanism), and b) promoting new synthesised CN terminologies, 
reference models, and methods to provide solutions in CN problem domains using a 
holistic approach (amplification mechanism).  

Thus, if at any one time the variety of the unified theory of CN discipline is less 
than the variety of the CN problem domains, then the CN discipline cannot respond to 
the needs of the environment problem domain) and must increase its variety by 
attenuating the relevant variety (e.g. adopt new elements from relevant CN related 
disciplines).On the other hand, a CN researcher or practitioner should also formulate 
and execute a ‘promotion’ mechanism if the variety of CN models, methods and 
frameworks is more than the variety of the CN problem domains. In this case, system 
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managers, users, and stakeholders would not be able to comprehend these complex 
CN models, methods and etc. and would probably avoid using them, therefore one 
should decrease the variety of these models, or promote the use of more complex 
models by inventing new applications in the problem domain. 
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Fig. 3. Co-evolution Path Model of the Collaborative Networks Discipline 

The CN discipline as an integrating discipline invokes models, theories, and 
methods of related disciplines, and effective co-evolution is only guaranteed by: a) 
invoking the right theories, models, and methods from CN-related Disciplines 
(CNRD) to address new and emerging CN Problem Domains (CNPD) in a combined 
use (attenuation mechanism), and b) promoting new synthesised CN terminologies, 
reference models, and methods to provide solutions in CN problem domains using a 
holistic approach (amplification mechanism).  

Thus, if at any one time the variety of the unified theory of CN discipline is less 
than the variety of the CN problem domains, then the CN discipline cannot respond to 
the needs of the environment problem domain) and must increase its variety by 
attenuating the relevant variety (e.g. adopt new elements from relevant CN related 
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disciplines).On the other hand, a CN researcher or practitioner should also formulate 
and execute a ‘promotion’ mechanism if the variety of CN models, methods and 
frameworks is more than the variety of the CN problem domains. In this case, system 
managers, users, and stakeholders would not be able to comprehend these complex 
CN models, methods and etc. and would probably avoid using them, therefore one 
should decrease the variety of these models, or promote the use of more complex 
models by inventing new applications in the problem domain. 

The evolution of problem domains must therefore be closely monitored (including 
strategic forecasts) so as to be able to perform the mentioned ‘invocation’ and 
‘promotion’ to provide the CN problem domains with relevant combined discipline-
contributions in practice. 

4 Conclusions 

To develop a theory of evolution of the CN Body of Knowledge, we focused on the 
viability of the CN discipline as a system, discussed it using Beer’s Viable System 
Model (VSM), and introduced its three components using VSM. We also proposed 
the concept co-evolution mechanisms concept for the evolving CN discipline based 
on VSM and a companion theory, Ashby’s law of requisite variety, but used a new 
complexity measure, that takes the relativity of this term into account. 

Our cybernetic model of the evolution of the CN discipline enriches Anderton and 
Checkland’s model of developing disciplines, who previously demonstrated the cyclic 
interaction between theory development and formulation for a problem, and theory 
testing [24,25], warning about the need for theories to remain ‘relevant’ (viable). Our 
model which is based on the Co-evolution Path Model [26,27] now illustrates the 
mechanisms of theory development from this point of view.  

A relevant field of study called ‘Enterprise Architecture Cybernetics (EAC)’ 
[28,29,30] has a similar purpose and level of abstraction to this intended theory, 
however EAC has a different scope and genericity (namely its scope encompasses all 
socio-technical systems of systems in the broadest sense, including social, economic 
and ecological systems, and aggregates thereof).  

Future work will concentrate on applying this model, whereupon testing and 
validation of this theoretical model of discipline development is to be performed by 
illustrating the above effects through concrete cases from the development of the CN 
body of knowledge–hopefully also discovering new, open problems in this domain. 
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